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Engagement Overview

Background

In 2016, Salt Lake City Public Lands constructed a model airplane airport (Modelport) 
on the west side of the city (7595 West California Avenue). The Modelport has been a 
successful venue for model airplane enthusiasts from all over the Wasatch Front.

Public Lands is now considering expanding the venue to also include space for 
Remote Control (RC) car users. This would be a low-cost project that would fulfill a 
need that has been expressed to Public Lands by members of the community. If the 
decision is made to move forward with this project, members of the RC car driving 
community have expressed a desire to volunteer to help construct the designated RC 
car area.

Currently, RC car drivers use mountain biking parks or other locations around the city 
that are not suitable for RC car use. Public Lands hopes that this new area would 
provide a location where RC car enthusiast can enjoy driving their cars without having 
to worry about sharing space with bikers or disturbing local homeowners with the noise 
of their cars.

Survey

From 1/31/2020 to 2/24/2020, Salt Lake City Public Lands administered a survey to RC 
airplane, helicopter, drone and car hobbyists. Participants were asked about their 
current use of the Salt Lake City Modelport, locations they drive their RC cars, and 
their feedback about the potential expansion of the venue. 

The survey was promoted through social media pages and groups, flyer distribution at 
local hobby shops, posters at locations where hobbyists are present, website content, 
and contact with relevant stakeholders from the 2016 Modelport construction. 

The following image was shown to survey participants as a potential layout for the 
expansion:
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Opinions of User Groups

The survey results are most appropriately analyzed by breaking down the responses 
into three user groups:

1. RC car users.
2. RC Pilots. (These are the airplane, helicopter, and drone users who DO NOT

also use RC cars.)
3. Non-hobbyists. (These people took the survey but don’t drive RC cars or fly

model airplanes, helicopters, or drones.)

RC Car Users

208 RC car users completed the survey. When asked, “If the SLC Modelport were 
expanded to create space for remote control car drivers, would you choose to go there 
over other potential driving locations?” 170 (81.7%) of RC car users replied with, “Yes.”

Additionally, 201 (96.6%) RC car users indicated that they were in favor of this 
proposed project. 

RC Pilots

37 RC Pilots completed the survey. When asked if they favored or opposed this 
project, 8 (26%) favored, 11 (29.7%) were neutral, and 18 (48%) opposed. Of those 
that opposed, the main reasons for opposition were related to the proposed layout of 
the project, including safety, logistical, and traffic concerns.

Non-Hobbyists

9 non-hobbyists completed the survey. Of this group, 5 were in favor of the project, 3 
were neutral towards the project, and 1 was opposed.

Other Information Gathered from the Survey

In addition to overall opinions about the proposed project, survey respondents were 
asked about their current use of the Modelport, other locations where they practice 
their hobbies, and standard demographic questions. Key findings from these questions 
include:
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• Of the 227 respondents who provided information about where they live, 37
said they live within SLC boundaries while the other 190 said they do not. Their
cities generally ranged from Provo in the south to Ogden in the north, with a
few outliers.

• Approximately 50% of RC Pilots who completed the survey usually fly at the
Modelport, while the other 50% fly at other locations.

• RC car users who completed the survey listed a wide variety of locations where
they currently drive, including parks, hiking locations, grass fields, vacant lots,
Intermountain RC Raceway, Little Moab, and construction sites.

Complete response data from the surveys can be found in the final sections of this 
report. 

Next Steps

Given the significant desire for an RC car area expressed by RC car users through this 
survey, Salt Lake City Public Lands intends to move forward with this project. This is a 
low-cost project that will have a significant positive impact on local hobbyists and 
others who use SLC’s open spaces. This project will be done using existing materials 
and equipment. Much of the manual labor will be done by volunteers from the RC car 
community. 

Public Lands will now put further efforts into finalizing a design for the RC car area that 
will mitigate the safety, traffic, and logistical concerns that were primarily expressed by 
RC Pilots. Volunteers from the RC car community will also be contacted by Public 
Lands to discuss how they can best help with the construction. 

It’s important to note that the construction of the RC car area will primarily consist of 
positioning dirt and sand to create mounds, jumps, and tracks. The Parks Division is 
already in possession of most, if not all, of the materials needed for this project.

When completed, RC car drivers will be able to enjoy their hobby at the Modelport 
without causing damage or noise-pollution at other, less-appropriate locations around 
the City. 
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Project Maps and Photos

SLC Modelport, located at:
7595 West California Avenue

Photos of RC cars and airplanes that were 
used in promotional materials for the survey

Sample/Proposed layout for RC car area that 
was shown to survey participants
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Outreach Materials

 Z Online Survey
• Survey Completions: 254
• Survey was open from 1/31/2020 – 2/24/2020

 Z Canvasing
• Posters were hung at the Modelport as well the 9-Line Bike Park, where RC car 

users currently use their cars. 
• Flyers were distributed to five local hobby shops.
• The same design, shown below, was used for the posters and flyers:

Flyer/Poster that was distributed to promote 
the online feedback survey.
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Z Webpage:

Screenshot of project webpage
https://www.slc.gov/parks/parks-division/modelport/
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 Z Social Media:

Screenshots of social media posts to share project 
information on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.
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RC Car Drivers
Model Airplane Airport/RC Car Survey
February 27, 2020 9:55 AM MST

Q1 - Which of the following activities do you participate in? (select all that apply)

Remote Control Car
Driving

Model Airplane
Flying

Drone Flying

Model Helicopter
Flying

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

# Field Choice Count

1 Remote Control Car Driving 66.25% 214

4 Model Airplane Flying 14.24% 46

5 Drone Flying 13.62% 44

2 Model Helicopter Flying 5.88% 19

323
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Q24 - Where do you usually fly your model airplane, helicopter, or drone?

SLC Model Plane
Airport (7595 West
California Avenue)

Other location
(please specify)

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
Where do you usually fly your model airplane, helicopter, or drone? -

Selected Choice
1.00 2.00 1.48 0.50 0.25 64

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field
Choice
Count

1 SLC Model Plane Airport (7595 West California Avenue) 51.56% 33

2 Other location (please specify) 48.44% 31

64

Q24_2_TEXT - Other location (please specify)

Other location (please specify)

Various skate parks around the valley.

Hiking trails

Hiking trails and parks

Parks and hiking locations

South Ridge Park

Delta utah airport

Saltair
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Other location (please specify)

West desert

Saratoga Springs flying field as the to the SLC model port is a mess.

open locations that allow it.

Ute RC Association field

Saratoga springs

My home

Nurcac

Elsewhere

Great salt lake

Northern Utah radio control airplane club

Anywhere space and safety permits

Draper cycle park, west valley skate park, try to hold small events for small kids at church parking lots, magna skate park.

Varies

West Valley City

Local parks

Park

My neigborhood

Various throughout utah

Bachuss hwy and 7200s. Private property or any local park,skate park ect...

Local fields and parks

The yard at my work. It’s in an industrial area off of California ave. I was not aware of the model airport till I took this survey

Eagle Mountain

Where ever I can find in Utah county

Parks
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Q37 - How often do you use the Model Plane Airport?

Weekly

Monthly

A few times a
year

Never

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 How often do you use the Model Plane Airport? 1.00 3.00 2.09 0.79 0.63 33

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Weekly 27.27% 9

2 Monthly 36.36% 12

3 A few times a year 36.36% 12

4 Never 0.00% 0

33
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Q25 - Where do you usually drive your remote control car?

Where do you usually drive your remote control car?

Various school playgrounds and skate parks.

neighborhood streets, business parking lots, empty fields, skateparks

mountain biking trails

Hiking trails

Hiking trails and parks

Parks and hiking locations

Around the neighborhood, legacy parkway, etc. and I’m looking for better options.

Local soccer field

Vacant lots

Intermountain RC Raceway

in the desert :(

Trails

Little moab

construction sites

Intermountain RC Raceway

My location

In open public fields and sand pits and parking lots

Crawler

Skateparks

Black rock

Backyard, street or church parking lots

Mountains or west desert
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Where do you usually drive your remote control car?

fields, parking lots

Jordan park

Construction sites

Local parks or dirt areas.

Indoor track

My neighborhood street.

Intermountain RC raceway.

Anywhere that has good terrain and jumps. At the track, skate parks, parking lots, etc.

Street in front of my house.

Whereever I can find a place

Intermountain rc raceway

At the moment, areas nearby my home and in the foothills.

5 mile pass, Little Moab, Knolls, Delle, etc

Bike parks and hiking trails

Murphy's Intermountain RC Raceway

ircr

IRCR

Your moms house

Sandy city gully

Sandy gully

Little Moab

Backyard and dirt lots

Everywhere i can...

Back yard
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Where do you usually drive your remote control car?

All over

Parks, roads, home

Blm land

Eagle mountain

Murfs RC Raceway

Any tracks or area

My driveway mostly, however anywhere else that will allow RC cars

Intermountain RC Raceway

Open field

On my own lot at home, in the mountains or out in the desert

At home, schools and Parks. Race at IRCR

Bike track

Wher ever is avalibale

Open lots, bike jumps, parks

Anywhere I can safely operate them

Intermountain RC Raceway

Construction sites

In the streets and public parks

West valley skate park, used the model plane park a couple of times

Anywhere I can

My back yard

Everywhere I can

Murf ircr

Murfs, home
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Where do you usually drive your remote control car?

indoors ircr outdoors colorado .vegas or california

Murf intermountain rc

Intermountain RC

Baseball diamonds, parking lots etc

Parking lots

Parks, schools in the road or at a dirt spot

Local Indoor Track, Dirt fields, BMX/Bike Parks, Parking Lots

Hiking trails

Park near my home

Anyplace I can find

Inter mountain rc raceway.

Neighborhood

Parks, construction site, skate parks

Where ever i can find space.

Murfs IRCR

Imrc

Murfs IRCR

IR/CR

IRCR

Mountains or hiking trails

Race track

various locations

Intermountain RC

Inter mountain rc
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Where do you usually drive your remote control car?

I have to travel to other states

Little Moab

Local park

Intermountain rc raceway

The sandlot.. anabandoned lot we have made work.

Intermountain rc track

At home

Everywhere

BY MY HOUSE

Any open field with dirt

Skate parks, mountain bike trails, abandon lots

Parks with open fields

Construction sites, street, parking lots, mountain trails, empty lots...

Foothills

Anywhere that I can find space that isn't just a grass field or parking lot

Intermountain R/C Raceway

Parking lots, construction sites.

Public parks

Wherever I find rock

Any where with a jump

Construction sights

Murfs rc raceway

Black rock

Skate parks
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Where do you usually drive your remote control car?

Intermountain RC Raceway

Mountain/open space

Ircr, black sheep,

Public parks

Street, parking lots, dirt lots, parks

Almost daily

Usually weekend, but also during the week in the evenings when the opportunity presents itself

Anywhere with enough space and nobody can be hurt if my rc loses control

Neighbor hoods

every where I can... Knolls, 5 Mile Pass, Wasatch Front mtn trails, Little Moab.

Hiking trails and biking parks

Bachuss hwy 7200s or any locas l park of skate park when not busy. The options are very limited.

Local fiels, schools and parks

House and open fields

Anywhere that I can safely operate without disturbing others.

Anywhere its aloud! Mainly travel to five mile pass tho.

Murray park or any place with dirt

BLM land, city parks, construction sites, anywhere I can find a place to drive

Street in front of my house and parks

Public schools and house

Any field or track I can find

Murphs IRCR

Mountain bike parks or skate parks

Every where
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Where do you usually drive your remote control car?

Where ever there is dirt

IRCR

Parks and my driveway mostly.

The sand lot behind reams

Empty parking lots or bike parks

In the road, parking lots, and the sand lot that is being taken over by a challenger school

Mountain trails and empty parking lots

Private property , parking lots . parks

Bike parks, construction sites, local trails

Currently an empty lot referred to as the sand lot that will soon become a challenger school

At tracks

Random places where I don’t bother others

Open spaces and IRCR

Any place I can find a spot.

In rocks

The ground.

Intermountion rc track, slc. Black sheep raceway, spanish fork. The sandlot, murry. The sand dunes, moab. The mtns of wasatch front.

Parks, trespassing on construction sites

Focus RC carpet indoor track and indoor dirt track in salt lake

All over the state

My house or the dunes

Dirt lots, parks, skate parks
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Where do you usually drive your remote control car?

Around local parks or in grassy areas or around local bike tracks but i dont like to play in those areas because of local foot traffic sucks as kids at parks
that are attracted to mt RC cars and get fo close for comfort so I end up packing up and leaving so i dont hurt anyone or at the local BMX or mou tain
bike tracks and trails around but then j run into riders that I'm trying to avoid this location is very central and would have be very appreciated by a big
group of local enthusiats that would love to help upkeep the property I am apart of a local RC Club called 801 Bash Crew and 801RCLifestyle and i know
a larfe group of them would not only use the f as cility but be glad to help upkeep it while we are their just as an appreciation for the city providing us a lo
ccx ation to drive our RC cars without having to be worried about too much traffic

Skate parks, parks, golf courses, empty fields

Up a canyon

Sugarhouse Park

Where ever I can find a place.

Anywhere i can

5mile pass, cottonwoods, skateparks

Where ever we can with out getting in trouble

Parks,schools,empty lots etc

On trails in the the mountains.

Back yard and parks

Parks

Back yard

In the street, bmx jumps

Vacant lot

Any that's ok to

Canyons mtns or parks
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Q26 - If the SLC Model Plane Airport (7595 West California Avenue) were expanded to

create space for remote control car drivers, would you choose to go there over other

potential driving locations?

Yes

Maybe

No

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
If the SLC Model Plane Airport (7595 West California Avenue) were
expanded to create space for remote control car drivers, would you

choose to go there over other potential driving locations?
1.00 3.00 1.19 0.40 0.16 208

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

# Field Choice Count

1 Yes 81.73% 170

2 Maybe 17.79% 37

3 No 0.48% 1

208
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Q27 - Please explain why you would not go there to drive your remote control car:

Please explain why you would not go there to drive your remote control car:

Boring to crawl the same rock over and over. Now if it were a race track then yes maybe i would attend. Depends on the driving snd type of people that
show up
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Q28 - Would you favor or oppose expanding the SLC Model Plane Airport to include

space for remote control car users?

Favor

Neutral

Oppose

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
Would you favor or oppose expanding the SLC Model Plane Airport to

include space for remote control car users?
1.00 3.00 1.04 0.22 0.05 208

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

# Field Choice Count

1 Favor 96.63% 201

2 Neutral 2.88% 6

3 Oppose 0.48% 1

208
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Q29 - What concerns do you have with expanding the SLC Model Plane Airport to

include space for remote control car users?

What concerns do you have with expanding the SLC Model Plane Airport to inc...

Usually they don't get along
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Q46 - Please share any final feedback you have about this proposed project or the SLC

Model Plane Airport in general:

Please share any final feedback you have about this proposed project or the...

"If you build it, they will come"

This would be a fantastic expansion. There needs to be a location for RC vehicles and what better place than attached to the model port. if only it
smelled better. I am 100% in favor of this expansion.

I think this would be really cool!

The area for crawling seems quite small compared to the other areas. In order to have diverse terrains to crawl I would like the space to be bigger. If not,
then there isn’t really a reason for me to go here instead of a park.

1. Fix the run ways (smooth them out). 2. Build the tracks. Note: could the crawling area be a little bigger? I understand it will be a scale size but make it
a little bit bigger than the image provided in the description. Thank you,

A good crawling ground would be great! I drove out there today to check it out. There’s a lot of potential. It’d be great to have a place for me to crawl
while the wife drives her car and my son plays with his truck. We’re excited about the upcoming development and the possibilities for the area. Not
having to drive out past Eagle Mountain to have a good crawling ground will be great.

This is an awesome idea! I would love to fly my planes in the morning, and my RC cars in the afternoon! My grandsons can have fun doing both. A VERY
good idea!

I would like to see.a dirt track and a drag strip RC no prep drag cars are becoming popular

I participate in all aspects of Radio Control, Boats being the favourite, However I have 8 Cars that sit on the shelf becoming dust collectors as I only
make it to run them a few times per year, this would be a Great addition to a facility I already use weekly

Rock crawler course

This would be great! Every hobby needs a place to do that hobby. Currently there are no good places to go RC "bashing".

The access road needs improvement or better maintanence It I sometimes inaccessible with a car

I would love a rc track for nitro rcs there is no where to take them other then fields and sand pits we have a few tracks for the electric but none for nitro rc
monster trucks and cars

I think its great salt lake ciry public parks is planning on expand this flight park with rc car tracka. I think before even expanding, since this is a public
park you should work on: 1.the entrance to the flight parlk 2. The runway itself and the surroundings maybe grass or even better turf. Get rid of the black
fence along the runways as it is a plane destroyers. And 3. The helipad area is bare minimun and super muddy. Once we fix this issues I'm all dor it to
build a rc racetracks.

People in salt lake are looking for a place to run rc cars, and there is no active rc car club. This would be a much need for utahns.

Great job being proactive for Hobbyists around utah

Wound love to see a scale rock crawler course for RC cars.
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Please share any final feedback you have about this proposed project or the...

Would love to have a nice area to be able to drive rc trucks and have a place to jump

Would be a great space. These cars are too fast and heavy to be driven safely in city parks. They need a dedicated space.

Great idea as long as track doesnt interfere with plane hobbyist.

I feel adding an outdoor designated rc vehicle track/location would benefit in many ways. Brings the community together by others going out to spend
their day. Keeps vehicles from possible damages to other public areas that aren’t made for rc vehicles.

Thanks!

Please fix the road and parking lot to the model port.

I am involved in all of the RC hobbies but I do have some safety concerns. Given a choice I would prefer these parks be kept separate but if it is a matter
of building it here or not at all then it is too much of a necessity. There would also be the issue with some of these RC cars being rather large with a
potential to damage the cars of other track users.

Electricity is a must for charging batteries. Lights would be nice for driving after dark. Hopefully one day we could hold events for racing, so grand stands,
speakers etc would be needed. I really would like to see some RV parking out there for those of us that want to camp for the weekend at the flying
field/RC car park and for those that travel to Salt Lake. I know there is plenty of space, just don't know how much is allocated for airport parking. The
ONLY downside of this is that there is only one location that is a very far drive for a lot of people not to mention kids. My kids (for example) don't
skateboard, they drive RC car and tinker with mechanics and electronics. There are skate parks going up everywhere in every community, there should
be sections of those alloted for RC cars and crawlers so they don't get forced out by the skaters.

It is a violation of established RC airplane rules to fly over people so there would need to be a clear separation that ensures that RC drivers do not cross
under the established RC plane flight area.

I think the expansion is a great idea, however, please be careful of where the rc car track is placed. For example, it would be hazardous to put the track
at the end of the runway.

Salt lake city needs a 1/8 scale offroad race track. A club would be able to maintain the track

There needs to be adequate consideration given to safety. The proposed location for the RC car driving area could be an overfly area for the RC aircraft.
It might be safer to try placing the RC car area on the north side of the main driveway (between the driveway and California Ave.) Also, the ground
should be considered contaminated, and new soil would need to be brought in so that harmful substances and particles aren't being disturbed and made
airborne. There may be a need for additional security/police patrols with the additional activity level there. Already, there has been some problems with
criminals using the relative seclusion of the site to deal drugs, etc. The road into the site needs some serious improvement. It should be graded and
paved before anything else is added to the site. There may be a need for additional restroom and/or garbage collection facilities. Is there going to be a
pavilion or some kind of structure provided for the RC car area? Overall, it would be a great resource to provide, but there needs to be some serious
consideration to the above items. Something else to consider regarding this site is the frankly excessive burden placed on groups or people wanting to
reserve and use the facility for private events. This model airport was built as a replacement to the old Jordan River Modelport, which was owned and
operated by the State Parks department. When the state agreed to trade the land occupied by the modelport to the city for the soccer complex, the city
agreed to build a replacement modelport that was similar in eveyr respect. When operated by the state, the modelport was relatively easy and affordable
to rent for two to three events each year. The local RC airplane clubs would do this to hold organized flying events which drew audiences from the
communities throughout the valley. Since the city has begun operating the replacement modelport at the current location, the burdens placed on
organizations seeking to rent and use the facility have been too great. These types of celebrated organized public events have not been possible since
that time. It has been a great shame and a loss to our communities. If there is any way to alleviate these burdens and make it easier and affordable to
rent the facility for these infrequent events, that would be a major benefit to the RC clubs as well as the community which has shown great interest and
support in the past. Thank you.

I've heard that the road to the Model Airport past 7200 West can be treacherous when wet. Improving that would be beneficial to anyone who uses those
facilities.

Another place to drive rc cars would be great, you get bored with the same places over and over
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Please share any final feedback you have about this proposed project or the...

Nice

Would be nice to have an “off-roading area/rock garden” there

Would be great to have a “rock garden” for off roading.

Rc cars are becoming a very big family hobby and it would be great to have a place to use them in the salt lake valley

My children and I all drive cars together and we would use it often!

We need somewhere that is rc friendly. It would be awesome for users to have a one stop area to go play.

I believe that area is a good central location for all those in the Salt Lake valley. It would certainly below cost, I'm sure even NO cost other than the land
as citizens would offer their time/equipment to construct the track. I know I would!! Please consider the water table however as that area is prone to
muddy conditions. Let us know VIA social media of the plan please! We cannot wait to break ground!

Outdoor 8th scale racing is the largest racing category worldwide. If the facility is built to spec it has the potential to hold National and even Workd
Championship events. These would bring more enthusiasts to the park locally and boost the economy in the region during the bigger events. Stop by
Intermountain RC Raceway the weekend of April 3-5th for their big trophy race, which brings 200 people and tons of fun to the community for the
weekend.

Plz we need a good track in downtown that’s outdoor four people with cats that are too fast too be indoor

I fly my planes out there, it's a great facility, it would also be a great place for a rc park,especially for the people who don't fly.

Sounds good so far

The SLC area has a strong RC culture and desperately needs more spaces for those enthusiasts to enjoy the hobby.

It would give us a safe location to use, safe for kids also.

Please make this happen.

Have been a large part of the R/C community for several years, over time have seen the hobby grow and not very many places to drive have pushed the
community to hide and find empty lots, neighborhoods, and unsuitable places that have been left by transient living... My team and I have done as much
as we could to help by cleaning up these areas to have a safe place to play and hopefully bring the outside community in... This place would definitely be
a decent place to not only have the older r/c community but the younger crowd to come and be safe as well. Team owner and racer/basher Bear Rackley
Team Leadfoot R/C

I run the 801 bash crew. We have 420 members and growing. We have the equipment to build the tracks. We just need the land and permission. We also
plan on insuring the club

Woild love more places to run my rc cars

we need a place to drive rc cars on the slc área

It’s a great idea. Long overdue. Possibly consider a driver stand between a dirt off-road track and a paved asphalt on-road track to include everyone?

Paved track would be less maintenance and dust.
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Please share any final feedback you have about this proposed project or the...

SLC needs a place to support and grow a great family hobby like RC Car racing. It would be a great asset to the county and beyond.

So long as the car track is nowhere in the path of any flying models. Adding people is a safety concern. But if they are on the side of the hill closest to
1300 s, that would be best. Just to keep them clear of the flight lines.

I think it’s a great idea, helping people to go outside and enjoy themselves.

I think it’d be awesome

I have a nitro car that really makes location slim to none. I lived right by the old model port and really enjoyed. Spending time over there it would be a
place for great family activitys. More so then the planes all the family can partake not just the ones that can control the RC vehicle. Also it could be a
plus for the RC plane community by giving the kids driving the cars seeing a plane and progressing into a life time love of All aspects of RC vehicles.
Down side radio interference a RC car has a loss of control you fip it back over a RC aircraft you could lose thousands of dollars in a instant. So there
would definitely need to be a easement put in place to protect the aircraft.

This would be great, a place to go and not have to worry about vehicles on the road and running into other people.

There’s a lot of people in the state the would like to race 1/8 scale and 1/5 scale rc cars and trucks! It would also draw racers in from all over the country
with big races.

We need this so badly, I myself was trying to petition Saratoga Springs city to do the same thing at their model airport. Please please please

We are willing and able to run and maintain this track in anyway we need. We just need space. Thank you.

We would love to see another RC track. I know I can speak for several others. Travis Landmark. 801-809-7533

This is a great idea and one that could attract regional and national events as a means of financing operations.

This would be a great addition to the land

Love this hobby, would also love a designated place to drive without worry of getting in trouble for trespassing or driving my cars on bike tracks

I personally want a 8th scale nitro track and I know over 10 people who would race also

Please. This would require no maintenance or money and many would use

It would be great to have a designated spot to drive on.

This is a great idea! Me and my family enjoy building and driving 1/10 scale crawlers, one more area can’t hurt. That being said when I go out I look for
difficult terrain which can be difficult to build. Our rc groups will be happy to offer suggestions and help to build a track

It would be great to get other hobbyists out there. I fly my planes out there as often as I can (Once a month or so with young kids that have lots of
activities.) Sometimes there are only 2 or 3 people out there. I worry that the lack of use might get it shut down. Putting more facilities out there to draw
more people out would be great. Shutting down the other model port and not having one in the valley killed the hobby and turned a lot of people away.

There is a big need for rc car locations. This would be a great addition to the airport and would help to improve and expand the hobby enthusiast platform

Great idea to expand the park. Would make sure the track is big enough for all size RC cars 1:16 scale to 1:5 scale

Do it!
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Please share any final feedback you have about this proposed project or the...

Thanks for considering the RC car-truck enthusiasts for this expansion... we've been waiting for an opportunity like this for a long time...

Please include a race track as well as a crawling course. A covered drift track would be great as well.

It would be nice to see a dirt track option and maybe a street course

Looking for a track big enough for 1/5 scale on-road or off-road.

Having a space where a growing number of RC car enthusiast's can conduct their hobby would be of benefit To both the city and the public. Private and
public property not tailored to RC use would see a lower rate of unauthorized access; And the RC community could operate safely without the worry of
being In violation of the law. As a bonus, just think about the possible increase in sales tax revenue from the RC community inevitaby replacing all the
broken RC car parts.

It would be nice if the crawler course was a little larger. A lot of us go to Black Rock next to the marina at the Great Salt Lake if that gives you an idea of
what kind of terrain we like to crawl on

Im completely for us rc car enthusiasts having a place to call home. that won't be torn down or us be kicked out of because we have a different hobby to
bring a smile to our faces

An asphalt track for racing, a rock course for crawling, and box style whoops and berms for bashing would be amazing.

This would be awesome

Close to me so it would be great but a track is alot of work. Ask joel eaton owner of ircr.

This would be amazing!!!

A paved track for up to 1/8 scale cars and a similar sized dirt track would be amazing. Also should include a scale rock crawler area

I would like to see rock crawling terrain for rc trucks

I've been trying for years to get city agencies to bring up ideas about where individuals could go to lawfully run there remote control cars & trucks. This is
a huge step in a positive direction to give individuals along with their kids & grandkids a local close place to go & enjoy the fun of the RC Hobby, & not
be infringing on others, such as hikers or mountain bikers.

Hopefully this isnt going to be a heavily regulated track. Most of us in the hobby are in it for the fun not for the competition or "sport" side of this hobby I
really do hope this comes to fruition and turns into a place we can all gather and have fun without restricting rules and regulations.

I do know that there are a lot of big car guys that are really eager for a place to run their cars. I don't know if you are aware that Salt Lake County
houses one of the largest big car online hobby shops Dave Discount Motors (davesmotors.com). I really hope something will come of this... It's a great
idea.

Please proceed with this project, we need an Outdoor RC track!!!

I would be willing to put in allot if my time of money donations to be able to help take onwership of it. I also think that it will be easily be maintained by
those that use it! I would absolutely like to recommend available schedule to do track reservations for big events with all the many rc clubs in slc and
surrounding.

This is an awesome idea and hopefully will also help to bring back a lot of people back into the hobby. Thank you

I would express concern about having recycle containers for lipo batteries.
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Please share any final feedback you have about this proposed project or the...

It would be great to have a safe place to operate without bothering the general public.

I think it's a great idea! Getting more hobbyist together and making friends!

Us rc car people have been needing a place for us to call ours and not have to hunt for a place to play. Expanding the model port would be so good.
Working at the local rc shop I hear the need for a place for rc cars to play.

I have a couple boys and some nephews that love to spend time driving rc trucks. We have been looking for/wanting a spot like this that we are welcome
to drive. We would love to have a spot like this and would even volunteer to help with up keep or to improve the area.

This would be great for the RC car community to have a place to gather and enjoy our hobby.

Would be nice to have a bashing course on top of having a racing track

I would love to see this track and more set up around the valley, there really is a calling in the rc community for this type of space, I'm certain that it will
be used respectively and taken care of by all that use and appreciate a place to take our toys and not worry about getting kicked out . Thank you for
considering this opportunity for the local growing rc community

Make the track large scale

Rock crawler course would be great

It would be amazing to have a place dedicated to drive rc cars. There is really no more open space to use so most of the rc community goes to Mountain
Bike parks or skate parks which in turn upsets people using those for their intended purpose. Thank you for your consideration!

You build it will be used and we all will make sure it stays looking good. I would use it three times a week

I would like an 1:8 scale size track for nitro racing.

Would love a place to use rc cars and be able to use them for what there intended for

As a member as the BMX community also, with most hobby groups when provided a place to engage in our hobby, we tend to gather and friendships and
bonds are made. Having a place to go knowing you aren’t going to get cited for something makes it even better. Something like this would be a great
asset to the community!!!

I think it's a great idea. As a rc car/ truck enthusiast it bothers me that we don't have anywhere to go bashing/ race and jump our rc cars. If the city got
power and built a driver's stand im sure the community will come together for most of the rest. I am a admin of a RC racing group on Facebook we have
a few hundred members who are losing our track location. We are motivated and willing to build a track.

As a member as the BMX community also, with most hobby groups when provided a place to engage in our hobby, we tend to gather and friendships and
bonds are made. Having a place to go knowing you aren’t going to get cited for something makes it even better. Something like would be a great asset
to the community!!!

I think this is a great idea as the RC community has grown a lot over the years. We want a designated place to race. We try to goto BMX places when no
one is around and be respectful of the BMXers, and the same goes for skate parks. We don’t want to impede on others, we just don’t have a real place to
go.

Do it! There aren't enough controlled places to play! I'd like to see a big track over a "short track" as there are other places that offer short track (even
though there are very few of those)

I would love a place to go that is specially for 1/10 scale and 1/8 scale vehicles. A place the entire family can go.
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Please share any final feedback you have about this proposed project or the...

I think this would be great. There are not enough fun places to drive RC without worring about hitting someone or getting in trouble. Its also good to have
a place to go to find other people with similar interests. It will get used and enjoyed alot.

As long as there where not a lot of rules and Regulations

There is lot of people looking, hoping for a track. I frequent many hobby stores. The most asked question i hear. (Is there a track around) as it is now the
only outdoor track is in Spanish Fork. It would be awesome to have something closer

Astronturf track would be so awesome.

I think it would be awesome to have the RC airplane extended to allow RC cars for many reasons, it would allow others to enjoy the land in a safe and
clean place, it would allow others to experience the RC airplane world and the RC car world. It is also closer for people.

I would love a place that is safe to drive my cars that no one would be in the way of or me in the way of others

This location would be perfect for enthusiasts to take our hobby somewhere safe our goal is to seek out loccx action where we can drive our hobby cars
without having to obstruct local traffic, or foot traffic traveling through parts or local bike parks there are several rc groups that would very much appreciate
a safe local to play with our big boy toys and somewhere that the city or local police enforcement wouldn't want to stop and cite us for being at local bike
parks so PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE take into consideration the large group of people this would be helping give a safe place to enjoy our hobby THANKS
in advance and please understand this would be more then greatly appreciated

Having a place to enjoy our hobby without being bothered or bothering skate borders/ cyclists. The idea of getting in trouble for taking an RC Car to a
public bike park is crazy but if we had a place we could call our own would ln d be amazing.

Can't wait to see what it becomes

This would be a great community place. For all remote control enthusias.

Alot of people are in to rc bashing and crawling from all ages,great fun for the whole family,we need to have a good place 2 have fun and stay out of
trouble

I feel it would give a fairly large group of Enthusiast a safe secure and designed or designated area to carry on the Hobby that we enjoy

�����

It would be awesome to have a designated area to drive rc cars!

A race track and a rock Crawling course

Great idea all for it

Its about time slc got a rc car track

Thank you for the consideration and let's make this happen!!!!!

Would love to have a place to take RC cars A track would be awesome

We just really need somewhere to drive the cars instead of driving hrs to do so
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Please share any final feedback you have about this proposed project or the...

We are in need of a good location that is designated for RC cars. Though that is far away and doesn't need all the space a plane does I could see myself
going out there if it was worth it.
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Q31 - If you live in Salt Lake City, please click on the map closest to where you live. If

you live in a different city, please enter your city in the following question.
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Q31 - If you live in Salt Lake City, please click on the map closest to where you live. If

you live in a different city, please enter your city in the following question. - Regions

University of Utah

East Central

Wasatch Hollow

East Liberty Park

Central City

Central 9th

Glendale

Fairpark

Westpointe

Region #19

University Gardens

Yalecrest

Sugar House

Liberty Wells

Ballpark

Downtown

Poplar Grove

Jordan Meadows

Rose Park

Avenues
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Federal
Heights/Greater Aves

Bonneville Hills

East Bench

Foothill/Sunnyside

Sunnyside East

Other

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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Q36 - What city do you live in? (If you live outside of Salt Lake City)

What city do you live in? (If you live outside of Salt Lake City)

Taylorsville

West Valley City

South Jordan

Provo

Salt Lake City

Salt Lake City

SANDY

West Valley city

Magna

Layton

West valley

west jordan

Kearns

Holladay

Magna

Millcreek

Magna

Taylorsville

Highland

ogden

Reiverton

West Jordan
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What city do you live in? (If you live outside of Salt Lake City)

84103

West Jordan

West valley city

West Jordan

Taylorsville

Orem

Sandy

Bountiful

Sandy

Clearfield

Eagle Mountain

Salt lake city

Logan

Park City

South salt lake

Cottonwood Heights

Ogden

West jordan

Sandy

West Jordan

Millcreek UT

Orem

Provo

Midvale
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What city do you live in? (If you live outside of Salt Lake City)

West valley

West Jordan

Santaquin

Midvale

Sandy

Copperton

Layton

Taylorsville

West Bountiful

Taylorsville

Draper

Rose park

West jordan

West Valley City

North ogden.

West Valley

Tooele

Clinton

West Jordan

Magna Utah

Woodscross

Tooele

West valley

Sandy
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What city do you live in? (If you live outside of Salt Lake City)

Lehi

West jordan

Ogden

South Jordan

Sugarhouse

Herriman

South slc

Taylorsville

Brigham

Cottonwood Heights

Roy

WEST JORDAN

Sandy

Riverton

West Valley City

West Valley City

Bountiful

Clearfield

Saratoga Springs

Taylorsville

West Valley City

West Jordan

West valley city

Bluffdale
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What city do you live in? (If you live outside of Salt Lake City)

Wvc

West Jordan

Magna

Clinton

S. Ogden

West valley city

West Valley

Stansbury park

West Jordan

Draper

Kearns

Alpine

Taylorsville

Pleasant Grove

West Jordan

Salt lake city

Kearns

West Jordan

Midvale

West valley

West Jordan

South Jordan

Kearns

Millcreek
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What city do you live in? (If you live outside of Salt Lake City)

Murray

West Jordan

Wj

South Jordan

West Valley City

Riverton

West valley city

KEARNS

Ogden

West Valley City

EM

West Valley City

South Ogden

Layton

Roy

Roy Utah

Sunset

Spanish Fork, Ut.

Tooele

West valley city

Draper

Layton

Brigham City

West Valley City
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What city do you live in? (If you live outside of Salt Lake City)

Herriman

Taylorsville

Rose Park

Salt lake city

Tooele

West Valley City/ Magna

West valley

Tooele

West Jordan

Salt Lake City

West jordan

Murray

Pleasant grove

Sugar house

Hooper

Salt lake city

Midvale

Layton

Pleasant Grove
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Q33 - What is your age?

Younger than 18

18-21

22-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61 or older

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 What is your age? 1.00 7.00 4.11 1.22 1.49 188

Showing rows 1 - 8 of 8

# Field Choice Count

1 Younger than 18 2.13% 4

2 18-21 5.85% 11

3 22-30 23.40% 44

4 31-40 29.79% 56

5 41-50 28.19% 53

6 51-60 7.98% 15

7 61 or older 2.66% 5

188
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Q35 - What is your household income level?

$0-$14,999

$15,000-$24,999

$25,000-$49,999

$50,000-$74,999

$75,000 -
$100,000

$100,000-
$150,000

$150,000+

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 What is your household income level? 1.00 7.00 4.29 1.52 2.32 181

Showing rows 1 - 8 of 8

# Field Choice Count

1 $0-$14,999 3.31% 6

2 $15,000-$24,999 7.18% 13

3 $25,000-$49,999 22.10% 40

4 $50,000-$74,999 25.41% 46

5 $75,000 - $100,000 16.57% 30

6 $100,000- $150,000 17.13% 31

7 $150,000+ 8.29% 15

181
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Q37 - Do you rent or own?

Rent

Own

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 Do you rent or own? 1.00 2.00 1.57 0.50 0.25 185

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field Choice Count

1 Rent 43.24% 80

2 Own 56.76% 105

185
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Q39 - What is your gender?

Male

Female

Non-Binary/Third
Gender

Prefer to self
describe

Prefer to not say

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 What is your gender? - Selected Choice 1.00 5.00 1.15 0.67 0.45 187

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field Choice Count

1 Male 93.05% 174

2 Female 4.28% 8

3 Non-Binary/Third Gender 0.00% 0

4 Prefer to self describe 0.00% 0

5 Prefer to not say 2.67% 5

187

Q39_4_TEXT - Prefer to self describe

Prefer to self describe
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Q41 - What is your ethnicity?

Black or African
American

American Indian or
Alaska Native

Asian

Hispanic or Latino
(of any race)

Native Hawaiian or
Pacific Islander

White

Prefer not to say

Other

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

Showing rows 1 - 9 of 9

# Field Choice Count

1 Black or African American 1.08% 2

2 American Indian or Alaska Native 0.54% 1

3 Asian 0.54% 1

4 Hispanic or Latino (of any race) 8.11% 15

5 Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 0.54% 1

6 White 81.08% 150

8 Prefer not to say 6.49% 12

7 Other 1.62% 3

185

Q41_7_TEXT - Other

Other

I prefer Caucasian to white
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End of Report
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RC Car Users
Model Airplane Airport/RC Car Survey
February 27, 2020 10:30 AM MST

Q1 - Which of the following activities do you participate in? (select all that apply)

Model Airplane
Flying

Model Helicopter
Flying

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Model Airplane Flying 73.81% 31

4 Model Helicopter Flying 26.19% 11

42
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Q24 - Where do you usually fly your model airplane, helicopter, or drone?

SLC Model Plane
Airport (7595 West
California Avenue)

Other location
(please specify)

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
Where do you usually fly your model airplane, helicopter, or drone? -

Selected Choice
1.00 2.00 1.45 0.50 0.25 33

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field
Choice
Count

1 SLC Model Plane Airport (7595 West California Avenue) 54.55% 18

2 Other location (please specify) 45.45% 15

33

Q24_2_TEXT - Other location (please specify)

Other location (please specify)

Park, open feilds

All over there are a lot of other places better maintained

Bloomington Utah

Lehi

Lehi model airport and Nurcac

Nearby park

Lehi
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Other location (please specify)

WAM & NURCAC

Ogden

Local fields

Ute RC club field

Anywhere I can find a open field

UVA
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Q37 - How often do you use the Model Plane Airport?

Weekly

Monthly

A few times a
year

Never

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 How often do you use the Model Plane Airport? 1.00 2.00 1.28 0.45 0.20 18

Showing rows 1 - 5 of 5

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Weekly 72.22% 13

2 Monthly 27.78% 5

3 A few times a year 0.00% 0

4 Never 0.00% 0

18
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Q25 - Where do you usually drive your remote control car?

Where do you usually drive your remote control car?
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Q26 - If the SLC Model Plane Airport (7595 West California Avenue) were expanded to

create space for remote control car drivers, would you choose to go there over other

potential driving locations?

Yes

Maybe

No

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
If the SLC Model Plane Airport (7595 West California Avenue) were
expanded to create space for remote control car drivers, would you

choose to go there over other potential driving locations?
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Yes 0.00% 0

2 Maybe 0.00% 0

3 No 0.00% 0

0
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Q27 - Please explain why you would not go there to drive your remote control car:

Please explain why you would not go there to drive your remote control car:
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Q28 - Would you favor or oppose expanding the SLC Model Plane Airport to include

space for remote control car users?

Favor

Neutral

Oppose

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
Would you favor or oppose expanding the SLC Model Plane Airport to

include space for remote control car users?
1.00 3.00 2.27 0.79 0.63 37

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Favor 21.62% 8

2 Neutral 29.73% 11

3 Oppose 48.65% 18

37
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Q29 - What concerns do you have with expanding the SLC Model Plane Airport to

include space for remote control car users?

What concerns do you have with expanding the SLC Model Plane Airport to inc...

Safety

Safety concerns. The proposed layout is close to the runway for model airplanes to takeoffs, landing and flight patterns.

Cars getting in the way of landing model aircraft

Traffic. The road out there is a complete mess

The location of the track appears to be in the flight line for the helicopter pad which is a safety concern.

You guys need to look at how other RC fields are constructed and laid out what you are proposing is dangerous for participants at the rc track

Safety

AMA regulations about flight lines is the main concern if the track is in the same park. Make a different park.

Safety

You can drive an rc car on any flat surface pretty much reguarless of who is in the area.

It appears from the map the helicopter flying area is next to the proposed surface track. It would be unsafe if the flight path is over that area. Also, the
parking lot is muddy and that area is often under water. More traffic will exasperate the issues unless additional improvements are made. Water needs to
be drained and the helicopter pad faces into the sun which makes it very hard to see in the afternoon.

That they will run their cars wherever including the runway and it will ruin it.
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Q46 - Please share any final feedback you have about this proposed project or the SLC

Model Plane Airport in general:

Please share any final feedback you have about this proposed project or the...

It’s current position as proposed is not great. I think it could be built closer to the current parking lot/bathrooms. This area would be less likely to have
planes overflying them.

I'm all for the radio controlled hobby in general. I'm for cars and dune buggies and rock crawlers. But has anyone thought what of a plane goes out of
control and hurts someone? There's a reason we try to fly away from people, and property. What happens when one of there rc cars gets on our runway?
If implemented properly I'm all for it.

Please locate the track as far north from the runway as possible. Also, make sure drivers are facing the runway when driving in the drivers box.

The SLC model airport has been poorly maintained. I don’t think that the city should expand this dump (park) until it can manage the air field that exists
and turn it in to a habitable park

Relocate proposed track to different location at the Modelport.

It’s a good idea to create an area for surface RC

I'd really like to see the parking lot diced before adding more to the park. It's a muddy, bumpy, unlevel mess. Almost requires a 4wd vehicle just to
access it.

I don't have any issue with the expansion to include rc car area, however I would prefer a access road and parking lot improvement to include gravel or
asphalt surface first.

Don't mind rd car area, but will it infringe on our air space that is already limited by FAA guidelines?

I’m not against this proposal but I hope it will be well kept separate from the flying field so that we airplane and heli pilots can still enjoy the hobby the
same way we always did.

Having more RC enthusiasts there is fine as long as the locations are well separated, and large signs are posted to keep RC cars away from the airplane
and helicopter area.

If it flies, put in a model irport - if it drives on the ground, find your own space.

The Salt Lake model airport needs some improvements like improved parking lot so you are not covered in mud every time you use it. Also, it needs
power and a cover at the heli pad. I think the model air port should be finished first before we add more use and more people.

It’s dangerous proposal and needs to be laid out by a professional Ivan Hooley Ama contest director & leader member So you really want to put people in
harms way over there ? have you ever ever been out there when it’s busy ?

The airplane field area needs more to be done to meet safety concerns. The concerns i have is that the metal fence on the east side needs to be moved
10’ to the east. The reason for this is to prevent pilots from being too close to passing airplanes. This field should comply with AMA standards and prevent
flying within 25’ of flight stations. Also in would recommend adding two of the same 10” back fences on the west side for the evening flyers. fences

There should probably be 3 parks. One model plane park, one heli and drone park. One RC car park. They need to be separate parks with separate
regulations to be within legality for AMA.
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Please share any final feedback you have about this proposed project or the...

Flying model planes requires a dedicated runway and space to park close to that runway to load and unload models. As long as the RC car tracks don't
interfere with the model airplane operations, as it appears on the map that they wouldn't, I don't see any problems with adding the surface vehicles. If the
track location changes though, my opinion may also change. The gravel road leading into the Modelport is continually problematic. More traffic will only
make it worse. I believe the road needs improvement with or without the surface vehicle addition.

The area looks to be to close to the heli flying area..

The model airport is a safe place hundreds of feet from other people so you do not have to worry about hitting somebody if you lose control of an
airplane. It is a place where new people who have never flown try to learn how to fly. Having masses of Spectators or other people in the area is
generally dangerous

The airport needs power, paved roads, and better drainage. Right now, I think many fly elsewhere because the feeling is the model airport is muddy, and
your can't charge batteries.

I wouldn’t mind a rc track but not there. I think it will cause problems between the flyers and cars. Since flyers were there first, they should be really
considered in this deciding factor. Depending on how the sun is facing is depending what part of the model airport we stand. Unless it was a mile out.
Please consider us flyers. They’re removing the Farmington model port so all we have is slc or Lehi and nobody wants to drive to Lehi.

The main concern is safety. We don’t want model planes flying over (more importantly crash into) the car area. This is why the model port location is so
great. It’s minimal risk of human or property damage when planes crash!

I think you need to find different land for it. The pilots were there first. Also us pilots are tired of our fields being shut down because people want to come
and step on our toes. You can run a car/truck anywhere but you cant fly a plane/heli anywhere.
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Q31 - If you live in Salt Lake City, please click on the map closest to where you live. If

you live in a different city, please enter your city in the following question.
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Q31 - If you live in Salt Lake City, please click on the map closest to where you live. If

you live in a different city, please enter your city in the following question. - Regions

University of Utah

East Central

Wasatch Hollow

East Liberty Park

Central City

Central 9th

Glendale

Fairpark

Westpointe

Region #19

University Gardens

Yalecrest

Sugar House

Liberty Wells

Ballpark

Downtown

Poplar Grove

Jordan Meadows

Rose Park

Avenues
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Federal
Heights/Greater Aves

Bonneville Hills

East Bench

Foothill/Sunnyside

Sunnyside East

Other

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1
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Q36 - What city do you live in? (If you live outside of Salt Lake City)

What city do you live in? (If you live outside of Salt Lake City)

Magna

Bountiful

Santa Clara Utah

WVC

Centerville

WVC

South Salt Lake City

Orem

South Jordan

West Valley City

SANDY

South Jordan

Herriman

Layton

Syracuse Ut

Davis County

Tooele

Grantsville

South Jordan

South Jordan

Midvale

Holladay
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What city do you live in? (If you live outside of Salt Lake City)

North salt lake
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Q33 - What is your age?

Younger than 18

18-21

22-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61 or older

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 What is your age? 3.00 7.00 5.14 1.36 1.84 29

Showing rows 1 - 8 of 8

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Younger than 18 0.00% 0

2 18-21 0.00% 0

3 22-30 13.79% 4

4 31-40 24.14% 7

5 41-50 17.24% 5

6 51-60 24.14% 7

7 61 or older 20.69% 6

29
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Q35 - What is your household income level?

$0-$14,999

$15,000-$24,999

$25,000-$49,999

$50,000-$74,999

$75,000 -
$100,000

$100,000-
$150,000

$150,000+

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 What is your household income level? 2.00 7.00 4.62 1.33 1.78 26

Showing rows 1 - 8 of 8

# Field
Choice
Count

1 $0-$14,999 0.00% 0

2 $15,000-$24,999 7.69% 2

3 $25,000-$49,999 7.69% 2

4 $50,000-$74,999 34.62% 9

5 $75,000 - $100,000 26.92% 7

6 $100,000- $150,000 11.54% 3

7 $150,000+ 11.54% 3

26
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Q37 - Do you rent or own?

Rent

Own

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 Do you rent or own? 1.00 2.00 1.78 0.42 0.17 27

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Rent 22.22% 6

2 Own 77.78% 21

27
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Q39 - What is your gender?

Male

Female

Non-Binary/Third
Gender

Prefer to self
describe

Prefer to not say

0 5 10 15 20 25

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 What is your gender? - Selected Choice 1.00 5.00 1.31 1.02 1.04 29

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Male 89.66% 26

2 Female 3.45% 1

3 Non-Binary/Third Gender 0.00% 0

4 Prefer to self describe 0.00% 0

5 Prefer to not say 6.90% 2

29

Q39_4_TEXT - Prefer to self describe

Prefer to self describe
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Q41 - What is your ethnicity?

Black or African
American

American Indian or
Alaska Native

Asian

Hispanic or Latino
(of any race)

Native Hawaiian or
Pacific Islander

White

Prefer not to say

Other

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Showing rows 1 - 9 of 9

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Black or African American 0.00% 0

2 American Indian or Alaska Native 0.00% 0

3 Asian 7.69% 2

4 Hispanic or Latino (of any race) 3.85% 1

5 Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 0.00% 0

6 White 73.08% 19

8 Prefer not to say 15.38% 4

7 Other 0.00% 0

26

Q41_7_TEXT - Other

Other
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End of Report
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Non-Hobbyists
Model Airplane Airport/RC Car Survey
February 27, 2020 10:37 AM MST

Q1 - Which of the following activities do you participate in? (select all that apply)

None of the Above

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Showing rows 1 - 1 of 1

# Field
Choice
Count

1 None of the Above 100.00% 9
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Q28 - Would you favor or oppose expanding the SLC Model Plane Airport to include

space for remote control car users?

Favor

Neutral

Oppose

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
Would you favor or oppose expanding the SLC Model Plane Airport to

include space for remote control car users?
1.00 3.00 1.56 0.68 0.47 9

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Favor 55.56% 5

2 Neutral 33.33% 3

3 Oppose 11.11% 1

9
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Q46 - Please share any final feedback you have about this proposed project or the SLC

Model Plane Airport in general:

Please share any final feedback you have about this proposed project or the...

I hate drones, especially in nature, and had never heard that we had a model airplane airport! So I'm just doing this survey to let you know that I think
this existing amenity could be better publicized so we know where to send those drone people. No thoughts on the expansion for remote control cars -
sounds fine by me, unless there is a possibility to make it a dog park instead which I think would be in even higher demand!

As a mountain biker I understand the desire for a place to do your activity that not everyone understands, however I also understand that sometimes
activities are not entirely compatible. Not all hiking trails should be accessible to MTB and bike oriented parks should not be useable by the RC
community. I do think there is a place for RC enthusiasts though. I think it is a good use of resources to create a place where RC cars, etc. can be used
that allows SLC open space use while not negatively impacting experience of other user groups and also protecting more delicate facilities and trails from
unnecessary maintenance from improper use.

Cool idea. Maybe I'll get a RC truck if this is built.

I think it would be great to see the rc car community have a safe and designated spot to go to. We have a thriving community of good people into rc cars.
These groups locally that I have been involved with promote family fun and a family environment. One of the groups even has loaner cars for people who
want to get into or cannot afford to get into the hobby.

test
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Q31 - If you live in Salt Lake City, please click on the map closest to where you live. If

you live in a different city, please enter your city in the following question.
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Q31 - If you live in Salt Lake City, please click on the map closest to where you live. If

you live in a different city, please enter your city in the following question. - Regions

University of Utah

East Central

Wasatch Hollow

East Liberty Park

Central City

Central 9th

Glendale

Fairpark

Westpointe

Region #19

University Gardens

Yalecrest

Sugar House

Liberty Wells

Ballpark

Downtown

Poplar Grove

Jordan Meadows

Rose Park

Avenues
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Federal
Heights/Greater Aves

Bonneville Hills

East Bench

Foothill/Sunnyside

Sunnyside East

Other

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1
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Q36 - What city do you live in? (If you live outside of Salt Lake City)

What city do you live in? (If you live outside of Salt Lake City)

Millcreek

SLC

Heber city
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Q33 - What is your age?

Younger than 18

18-21

22-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61 or older

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 What is your age? 3.00 6.00 4.57 1.18 1.39 7

Showing rows 1 - 8 of 8

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Younger than 18 0.00% 0

2 18-21 0.00% 0

3 22-30 28.57% 2

4 31-40 14.29% 1

5 41-50 28.57% 2

6 51-60 28.57% 2

7 61 or older 0.00% 0

7
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Q35 - What is your household income level?

$0-$14,999

$15,000-$24,999

$25,000-$49,999

$50,000-$74,999

$75,000 -
$100,000

$100,000-
$150,000

$150,000+

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 What is your household income level? 3.00 6.00 5.29 1.03 1.06 7

Showing rows 1 - 8 of 8

# Field
Choice
Count

1 $0-$14,999 0.00% 0

2 $15,000-$24,999 0.00% 0

3 $25,000-$49,999 14.29% 1

4 $50,000-$74,999 0.00% 0

5 $75,000 - $100,000 28.57% 2

6 $100,000- $150,000 57.14% 4

7 $150,000+ 0.00% 0

7
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Q37 - Do you rent or own?

Rent

Own

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 Do you rent or own? 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 7

Showing rows 1 - 3 of 3

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Rent 0.00% 0

2 Own 100.00% 7

7
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Q39 - What is your gender?

Male

Female

Non-Binary/Third
Gender

Prefer to self
describe

Prefer to not say

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count

1 What is your gender? - Selected Choice 1.00 2.00 1.29 0.45 0.20 7

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Male 71.43% 5

2 Female 28.57% 2

3 Non-Binary/Third Gender 0.00% 0

4 Prefer to self describe 0.00% 0

5 Prefer to not say 0.00% 0

7

Q39_4_TEXT - Prefer to self describe

Prefer to self describe
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Q41 - What is your ethnicity?

Black or African
American

American Indian or
Alaska Native

Asian

Hispanic or Latino
(of any race)

Native Hawaiian or
Pacific Islander

White

Prefer not to say

Other

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5

Showing rows 1 - 9 of 9

# Field
Choice
Count

1 Black or African American 0.00% 0

2 American Indian or Alaska Native 0.00% 0

3 Asian 0.00% 0

4 Hispanic or Latino (of any race) 14.29% 1

5 Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 0.00% 0

6 White 85.71% 6

8 Prefer not to say 0.00% 0

7 Other 0.00% 0

7

Q41_7_TEXT - Other

Other
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End of Report
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